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This month ’s coverfeatures a Northern Fur Seal (Callorhinus ursinus) drawn by Elena V. Chelysheva, Ph.D.

who lives and works in Moscow. The northern fur seal, or laqux is a member of thefamily Otariidae, or

earedseals. Two physical traits they have in common with sea lions are their tightly rolled external ears and
their ability to rotate their hindflippersforward. This latter characteristic enables them to run or climb on
land, an ability helpful to Aleut hunters who sometimes drive them several hundredyards inland to harvest-

ing sites. The term fur seal comes from the thick waterproofunderfur which numbers over 350,000 hairs

per square inch (60,000 hairs/cm^). Northernfur seals arefound on both sides ofthe Pacific Oceanfrom
about 32° north to the central Bering Sea. It is the most common species offur seal in northern waters and
the only one in Alaska. The eight other species offur seals are mostlyfrom the southern hemisphere. There

is no pattern ofrings or spots on the pelage offur seals. Females andyoung males appear uniformly black

when wet. They appear gray or brown when dry exceptfor the lighter colored throat and chest areas which

may be seen when an animal is viewedfrom thefront. Mature bulls are predominantly brownish-black and
begin developing a lighter colored mane around six years ofage. When observed at sea, fur seals appear
very dark and are often seenporpoising (swimming with a series ofarcingjumps out ofthe water, similar to

manyporpoises or dolphins) or resting on the surface with one or more oftheir longflippers curved above

the water. Fully mature male northernfur seals weigh 450-600lbs. (200-275 kg) when they arrive at rookery

areas in the late spring. As much as 25yo ofthis weight may be lost during their stay on land. Femalefur
seals mature at 3-5 years ofage, and over 80% ofthose between ages 8-13 are pregnant each year. They

give birth to a single10-14lbs. (4. 5-6. 4 kg) pup and then mate again within a week. Females nurse theirpups

for three tofour months, making several week-long trips to sea tofeed during this period. Maturefemales
usually weigh 80-110lbs. (36-50 kg). Fur sealsfeed mainly at night and may dive to depths of600feet (180

m) in search ofsmall schoolingfish and squid. Seals eat a wide variety ofprey; over 60 species have been

identifiedfrom the contents oftheir stomachs. Thepopulation estimatefor the Eastern Pacificpopulation of
northernfur seals is approximately 720, 000; thepopulation has declined by >50% since the 1950s. Northern

fur seals are listed as depleted under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Thanks, Elena!

Soure: Alaska Dept, ofFish <& Game

Articles sent to Animal Keepers ’Forum will be reviewed by the editorial staff for publication. Articles of a

research or technical nature will be submitted to one or more ofthe zoo professionals who serve as referees

for AKF. No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made to publish articles as soon as

possible. Lengthy articles may be separated into monthly installments at the discretion of the editor. The

editor reserves the right to edit material without consultation unless approval is requested in writing by

the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed,

appropriately-sized envelope. Telephone, fax or email contributions of late-breaking news or last-minute

insertions are accepted as space allows. Phone 785-273-9149; FAX (785) 273-1980; email is akfeditor@

zk.kscoxmail.com< If you have questions about submission guidelines, please contact the Editor.

Deadline for each regular issue is the 10th of the preceding month.

Dedicated issues may have separate deadline dates and will be noted by the editor.

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions oftheAKF staff or the American Association ofZoo

Keepers, Inc. Publication does not indicate endorsement by the Association.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given and a copy of the

reprinted material is forwarded to the editor. If an article is shown to be separately copyrighted by the

author(s), then permission must be sought from the author(s). Reprints of material appearing in this journal

may be ordered from the editor. Regular back issues are available for $4.00 each. Special issues may cost

more.

E-Mail Addresses:

You may reach Barbara Manspeaker at AAZK Administrative Offices at: aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com<

You may reach Susan Chan and Animal Keepers ’Forum at: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com<

Mailing Address:

AAZK, Inc., 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054

AAZK website Address: www.aazk.org

BFR Website: http://aazkbfr.org
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Scoops & Scuttlebutt

Reminder to All Chapters on Recharter Process for 2011

All AAZK Chapters are reminded that the rechartering of all Chapters will begin in

January 2011. Rechartering packet information will be sent electronically via email

to the email address your Chapter has provided to the Administrative Office in 2010.

These emails will be sent the first week in January. NOTE: If your Chapter has

changed its email contact address since you completed your 2010 recharter forms, you need to notify

Barbara Manspeaker immediately (aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com) so that your recharter materials

are properly received. Recharter Packets for 2011 are due back at Administrative Offices by 15

February 2011 (with a late fee penalty of $250 after 1 March 2011).

If you do not receive your recharter packet materials by early January, you need to contact Barbara

at the email address above or by calling 785-273-9149. If you have questions about filling out the

required information, give Barbara a call and she will be glad to help you out. Receipt of rechartering

information from everyAAZK Chapter is required asAAZK, Inc. needs to submit certain information

to the Internal Revenue Service in order to protect and maintain the Association’s 501(c)(3) nonprofit

status. Your prompt attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

Notice from Bank ofAmerica on AAZK Credit Cards

Bank ofAmerica has notified the Association that they will be closing out its affinity credit card

partnership with AAZK, Inc. The Association has had an affinity credit card program since late

1992 (initially with Transnational Financial Services, then MBNA, and finally Bank ofAmerica) and

the royalties paid to AAZK from the program have been used to fund the AAZK Research Grants.

From 1993 through June of 2010, the affinity program brought in a total of $32,694.03 to AAZK’s
coffers.

Here is how the close-out will work for our members who currently have an AAZK Mastercard

through the Bank ofAmerica’s Affinity Program:

1 . In their next two statements (Oct. and Nov.) there will be a notice that the affinity program with

AAZK is ending and that after 30 November no royalty monies will be going toAAZK as the program

will be ending.

2. Any member currently holding a card through the program will be able to use their card until it

reaches their individual expiration date at which time they may be offered another credit card from

Bank ofAmerica not associated with any affinity program.

From the Editor on December Dedicated Issue

The December 2010 issue ofAnimal Keepers ’Forum will be an expanded one dedicated to the topic

of Climate Change and Its Effects on Species. This edition will include articles about what climate

change is, how scientists are tracking its effects, the melting of the polar ice cap, the bleaching and

degradation of the world’s coral reefs, polar bears and climate change, how amphibians are affected

by warming temperatures, the effects of climate change on insects and butterfly migration patterns,

as well as several articles about programs designed to lessen the impact of this humanity-driven

ecological crisis.

Thanks to the generosity of Robert Buchanan of Polar Bears International, this dedicated issue will

be produced in four-color, inside and out. It is hoped the information in this special AKF edition

will provide you, our members, with the tools you need to help educate your visiting publics on this

important topic and offer you some exciting opportunities to become involved at the grass-roots

level. ~ Susan Chan, AKF Editor
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Editor *s Note: We would like to thank all the members of the Indianapolis AAZK Chapter located

at the Indianpolis Zoo in Indiana for their generous donation that is helping to underwrite this issue

ofAnimal Keepers ’Forum.

AAZK INDIANAPOLIS CHAPTER (AAZK INDY)

AAZK Indianapolis is a group of highly dedicated zoo professionals who make conservation a

personal commitment. Members volunteer their own time helping with fundraisers to protect

precious plants and animals and their habitats all over the world. We are encouraged to “race towards

the future” by supporting the following:

• Professional Development : Funding to support members’ participation at conferences, workshops,

and professional course curriculum - enhancing his/her abilities in caring for the zoo’s plant and

animal collections.

• Lewa Wildlife Conservancy. Uiung Kulon Rhino Preserve & Bukit Barisan Seltan National Park:

Funds raised from our annual Bowling for Rhinos (BFR) event support three rhino conservation

projects conserving four species of rhino, their habitats, and hundreds of other endangered plants and

animals. For more information log onto: www.aazkbfr.org.

• Indvzoo Project Penguin: AAZK Indy has provided partial binding to support reproductive

research with male rock hopper penguins.

• Dver Island Conservation Trust (DICTk Since 2004 we have raised funds at our annual “Party

for Penguins” event (PFP) DICT’s “Faces of Need Project” aims to provide artificial nests to the

endangered African Penguin to improve their breeding success on Dyer Island and other colonies.

www.dict.org.za

• Zoo/Aquarium Disaster Relief: AAZK Indy provided funds for fellow institutions that have

incurred a natural disaster or fire.

• National Zoo Keepers Week: Each year, participate locally to praise our keeper staff at the

Indianapolis Zoo.

• If a Tree Falls - New Community Proiect/Rainforest Restoration: Restores badly deforested

hillsides in Guatemala, supports a Nile-side tree nursery in Sudan and helps preserve threatened

rainforest in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Restoring or protecting forests provides flood protection, water

purification, climate regulation, and wildlife habitat, www.newcommunityproject.org

• Amphibian Ark; AAZK Indy has made a donation to help conservationists select species of

amphibians that would otherwise go extinct to be maintained in captivity until they can be secured in

the wild, www.amphibianark.org

• Polar Bears International/Abor Dav Foundation/AAZK National Trees for You and Me;
AAZK Indy has contributed fiinds for 200 trees to be planted to decrease our Chapter members’

carbon footprint.

Alisa Keys - President

Linda Beverly - Vice President

Laura Lynch - Secretary

Susanne Wyatt - Treasurer

Tammy Root - National AAZK, Inc., Board Member
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“Looking for a Few Average Zoo Keepers”

To quote leadership guru Peter Drucker, “No institution can possibly survive if it needs geniuses

or supermen to manage it. It must be organized in such a way as to be able to get along under a

leadership composed of average human beings.” I think this quote adequately describes AAZK.
While our leaders are certainly passionate, committed, and dedicated to professional animal care and

conservation, none of our Board members or Staff has ever been referred to as geniuses. What this

means is that any one of you are qualified to fill a leadership role in this Association. The timing

has never been better, because we are announcing a Call for Nominations for the AAZK Board of

Directors. There will be three vacancies in 2011, including the position of yours truly, as terms end

at the 2011 conference in San Diego. Have you ever wanted to take on a leadership position in this

Association and within your profession? Would you like to have a voice in the contemporary issues

of our industry? Interested in honing your skills in leadership, project management, team building,

and working with a diverse group of individuals who are leaders among their peers? If so, then now

is the time for you to run for the AAZK Board of Directors because there has never been a more

exciting time for our Association.

Nomination forms will be due at the AAZK Administrative Office by February 28, 2011. The

nomination forms, as well as criteria for nominations, may be found in the Members’ Only section of

our website at aazk.org. The 2011 election will be done electronically, so be aware that you need to

go to aazk.org to vote. Additionally, your Professional Membership status must be current and you

must be registered on the Members’ Only section of aazk.org. Here are the key dates:

• February 28, 201 1 - Nomination forms are due at the Administrative Office

• April 1, 201 1 - Viewing of candidate profiles opens in the Members’ Only section

• April 15, 201 1 - June 1, 201 1 is the official voting period

• Results of the 2011 election will be announced after the verification of ballots,

around June 1 0, 20 1 1

.

Are you interested in getting involved, but not yet ready to throw your name into the 2011 Board

of Directors election? Here are the Top 10 things you can be doing NOW to get more involved in

AAZK.

1. Start planning now to attend the 2011 AAZK Conference in San Diego to be held 24-28 August.

TheAAZK conference returns to where it all began over 40 years ago, and this is an event you do not

want to miss. Start asking for funding now, set aside time on the vacation calendar, throw pennies in

ajar, but find a way to make it to San Diego!

2. Think about presenting a paper or poster at the conference. The sharing of information is how we
establish best practice in the profession, inspire innovation, and set the highest standards of animal

care.

3. Likewise, write an article for the AKF.

4. Start planning your Chapter’s 2011 Bowling for Rhinos event now. Let’s make 2011 our greatest

year ever. Is this the year we reach our goal of $500,000? BFR is fun, affordable, and still one of the

greatest conservation projects out there, saving countless species throughout the world.
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5. We have two new conservation efforts this year, Acres for the Atmosphere and Trees for You and

Me. Both are national reforestation projects aimed at reducing CO
2 ,
and conserving polar bears, their

habitat, and the thousands of other species being affected by climate change. For more info, go to

aazk.org, or send me an email.

6. Nominate someone for an AAZK award. Every year a couple awards go unfilled, and some even

come with a cash prize. We’re giving away money! That should get your attention. Now give some

recognition to one ofyour peers, or see ifthey might nominate you. It is important that we recognize

excellence in our profession.

7. As re-charter time approaches, rememberAAZK, Inc. Every yearAAZK Chapters donate hundreds

of thousands of dollars to conservation, a very noble effort. But what makes this all possible is your

parent organization and its 501 [c] [3] non-profit status. The stronger we make AAZK, Inc., the more

benefits we can provide to our Chapters and individual Professional Members. Every dollar you

donate to AAZK is directly invested into the Association, your Committees, your profession, your

Chapters, and You. In turn, a stronger Association improves your ability to support those conservation

projects, a cycle that all begins with making AAZK, Inc. as financially secure as possible.

8. Consider getting involved in a Committee. Not sure which one, how to get involved, or where to

begin? Contact a member of the Board of Directors or one of the Committee Chairs. Every project

leader’s email address can be found on aazk.org.

9. Speaking of aazk.org, have you been there lately? Are you registered for the Members’ Only

section? Are you aware of everything that is available there, and know that it comes absolutely FREE
of charge? Check it out.

1 0. Recruit someone new to joinAAZK and your Chapter. Don’t have a Chapter? Be the one to start

it. Is your Zoo or Aquarium an Institutional Member ofAAZK (they are listed on aazk.org)? If not,

walk into the Director’s office and make it happen. Memberships are the financial backbone of our

Association, and we need your help to keep our Association growing.

Bonus Points - Got an idea, question, comment, or concern? Are we missing something that is

important to you, our profession, or conservation? Is there something we can do to add value to your

membership, make your jobs easier, or improve your ability to care for the animals that we are so

passionate about? If so, drop me an email at shane.good@aazk.org .

AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION

of ZOO KEEPERS

Shane Good, AAZK President
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We're evolving the new generation of exotic animal nutrition. Today, Mazuri offers food

products for more animal species than any other company in the world. For over 20 years,

we've worked in collaboration with world-class zoos, aquariums, owners &t breeders around

the globe to develop the highest quality product for your animals. Trust in the security of

Mazuri for the health and longevity of your exotic animal.

Ma ri.
The Exotic Animal Feeding Resource

www.Mazurlcom
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From a caring membership

On behalfofthe Board ofDirectors and the membership ofthe American Association ofZoo Keepers,

I would like to recognize the Chapters that supported their Association during 2010. Each Chapter

committed monetary resources and personal time to help support their Association. The combination

of re-charter fees and duty obligations totaled $49,43 1 .08 for fiscal year 2010.

Congratulations to the AAZK Chapter of the Year - The DetroitAAZK Chapter

You are all to be congratulated for your efforts and dedication that enable this Association to move

forward with our goals and objectives.

Thank you!

Ed Hansen, AAZK Executive Director

Platinum

($2000 and up)

Southern Ontario Chapter

Gold

($100042000)

Audubon Park Chapter

Cape May County Chapter

Columbus Chapter

Greater Cleveland Area Chapter

Indianapolis Chapter

Point Defiance Chapter

Topeka Zoo Chapter

Utah Chapter
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Silver

($50041000)

Birmingham Zoo Chapter

Dallas Zoo Chapter

Edmonton Chapter

Greater Houston Chapter

Greater Philadelphia Chapter

Greater Kansas City Chapter

Milwaukee Cty Zoo Chapter

Nashville Chapter

New Bedford Chapter

North Carolina Chapter

Ozarks Chapter

Phoenix Chapter

Rosamond Gifford Chapter

Saint Louis Zoo Chapter

San Francisco Chapter

Seneca Park Chapter

Tucson Chapter

Cheyenne Mt. Zoo Chapter

Detroit Chapter

Galveston Chapter

Greater Baltimore Chapter

Greater Houston Chapter

Little Rock Chapter

Nashville Chapter

National Capital Chapter

New England Chapter

Omaha Chapter

Orange County Chapter

Puget Sound Chapter

Rocky Mountain Chapter

San Diego Chapter

San Antonio Chapter

South Florida Chapter

Tulsa Chapter

Bronze

(up to $500)

Assiniboine Park Zoo Chapter

Beardsley Zoo Chapter

Central Illinois Chapter

Exotic Feline Breeding Center Chapter

Greater Cincinnati Chapter

Jackson Zookeepers Association

Lee Richardson Chapter

Los Angeles Zoo Chapter

Mesker Park Zoo Chapter

North Carolina Piedmont Chapter

Portland Chapter

Sedgwick County Zoo Chapter

Toledo Chapter

Baton Rouge Zoo Chapter

Brookfield Chapter

Chesapeake Chapter

Fort Worth Zoo Chapter

Greater Orlando Chapter

Jacksonville Chapter

Lincoln Park Chapter

Louisville Chapter

Minnesota Zoo Chapter

Oklahoma City Zoo Chapter

Roger Williams Park Zoo Chapter

Snake River Chapter

Western Michigan Chapter

Battle Creek Chapter

California Desert Chapter

El Paso Del Norte Chapter

Georgia Chapter

Honolulu Zoo Chapter

Knoxville Zoo Chapter

Lion Country Safari Chapter

Memphis Zoo Chapter

Naples Chapter

Palm Beach Chapter

Scovill Zoo Chapter

Tampa Bay Chapter

Wildlife Safari Chapter

Wildlife World Zoo Chapter
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Coming Events Post Your Coming Events Here
email to: akfeclitor@zk.kscoxmaiLcom

November 10-13, 2010 - The 6'* Annual

Zoological Association ofAmerica Conference
- In Lafayette, LA. Information and registration

forms are available at www.zaa.org . For more

information, contact Matt Oldenburg at (337)

837-6139 or M01denburg@ZooOfAcadiana.org.

AZA has announced that the registration rates

will remain the same as the rates in 2009 and

the Conference Hotel will be the Chattanooga

Marriott with conference rates of $ 135/night.

Contact Martha Fischer at fischer@stlzoo.org for

more information.

November 16-19, 2010 - 2010 Aquatic Zoo

Animal Nutrition Workshop - To be held in

Montreal, Canada. For further information go to

http://www.caza-narg.org/

December 6-10, 2010 - Training andEnrichment

Workshop for Zoo Animals - Oakland Zoo,

Oakland, CA. For information contact Active

Environments, Inc. at 805-737-3700 or email Gail

Laule at moonshadowe@earthlink.net or Margaret

Rousser at margaret@oaklandzoo.org

February 16-19, 2011 - lO*** Annual Conference

International Association of Avian Trainers

and Educators ~ “Pittsburgh 2011: Innovation

and Inspiration” Hosted by National Aviary in

Pittsburgh, PA USA. Papers, posters, site visits,

vendors and workshops. Topics will include

avian behavior, training, husbandry, conservation,

education, enrichment and show presentation/

production. For more information about the

conference visit www.IAATE.org

March 2-4, 2011 - Association of Professional

Wildlife Educators. To be held at the Frank Buck

Zoo, Gainesville, Texas. Watch http://www.apwe.

org/ for details as they become available.

March 8-11, 2011 - Zoos and Aquariums

Committing to Conservation. Hosted by the

Woodland Park Zoo, at Sheraton Seattle Hotel,

Seattle, WA, USA, Icebreaker planned for

evening of March 7th. Registration now open at

at www.zoo.org/zacc

March 19-24 , 2011 - Save the Date! The 2011

AZA Ungulate TAG Midyear Meetings are being

planned in conjunction with the AZA Midyear

workshop in Chattanooga, TN, The exact dates of

the Ungulate TAG meetings will be determined

soon. This year the meetings will include midyear

working meetings for the following AZA TAGS:

Antelope and Giraffe, Equid, Cervid, Caprid, Wild

Pig and Peccary and the Cattle TAG, as well as

the Annual Ungulate TAG Research Symposium.

April 17-22, 2011 - 11thAnnualAnimalBehavior

Management Alliance (ABMA). In Denver, CO.

The conference will kick off with our keynote

speaker. Dr. Jill Mellen from Disney’s Animal

Kingdom, and will culminate with an Earth Day
to remember at the Denver Zoo. See (http://www.

theabma.org/) for further information.

May 15-18, 2011 - 2011 Rhino Keeper Workshop.

To be held at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center, Glen

Rose, Texas. For further info contact: adam.felts@

columbuszoo.org

August 8-14, 2012 - The World Congress

of Herpetology - To be held in Vancouver,

Canada. For more information see http://www.

worldcongressofherpetology.org/

September 12-17, 2011 - AZA 2011 Annual

Conference - Zoo Atlanta, Atlanta, GA

September 8-13, 2012 - AZA 2012 Annual

Conference - Hosted by Phoenix Zoo, Phoenix, AZ

September 7-12, 2013 - AZA 2013 Annual

Conference - To be hosted by the Kansas City

Zoo, Kansas City, MO.

For more information on AZA Conferences see

http://aza.org/ConfWork/AC Intro/index.html

Upcoming AAZK National Conferences

2011 - San Diego, CA - August 24-28

see http://sdaazk.com

2012 - Syracuse, NY - September 23-27

2013 - Asheboro, NC - Dates TBA

For information on upcoming AAZK
conferences, watch the AAZK website at

www.aazk.org
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AAZK Announces New Members

New Professional Members

Rebecca Yee, Bronx Zoo (NY); Christie

Yurkovic, ZooAmerica (PA); Lauren Humphries,

Carolina Tiger Rescue (INC); Rebecca Pye,

Christine Talleda and Jessica Kinzer, Riverbanks
Zoo and Garden (SC); Stacy Johnson, Disney’s

Animal Kingdom (FL); Claire Roy and Elizabeth

Shotwell, Binder Park Zoo (MI); Brittany

Wildman, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo (NE);

Sarah Jurgens and Elizabeth Fisher, Lincoln

ChUdren’s Zoo (NE); Shayna Kramb, Phoenix
Zoo (AZ); Mary Thompson, Rio Grande Zoo
(NM); and Julianne Reese, Los Angeles Zoo
(CA). {We do not publish the names of new and/

or renewing members who do not list their facility on

their membership application/renewal There were two

in October.)

New Contributing Members
Maggie Liguori, Lansdale, PA

Renewing Contributing Members
John Row

Central Park Zoo, NY, NY

William H, Disher, Volunteer

San Diego Zoo, San Diego, CA

Invitation to Participate

in Big Cat Survey
I am currently seeking any zoo staff who work

with big cats to participate in a brief, anonymous,

online questionnaire. The study is being

conducted as part ofmy PhD research through the

School of Psychology, Social Work, and Social

Policy at the University of South Australia. My
research involves an exploration of different

handling and training methods for big cats in

captivity and this project is focused on exploring

the experience of zoo staff who currently work

with these animals. I believe that such staff will

be able to shed valuable light on the benefits and

limitations ofthese practices. Ifyou are presently

working with big cats (including tigers, lions,

cheetahs, jaguars, leopards, cougars, and/or snow

leopards) and would like to participate, please

go to the following link for more information

and to complete the questionnaire: http://www.

unisanet.unisa.edu.au/TellUS2/SurvevForm.

asp?lD=7395 . It should take about 15 minutes

to complete. Ifyou have any questions, or would

like more information about the study, please feel

free to contact me directly via email: Monika.

Szokalski@unisa.edu.au< Thank you for your

time and consideration.

New Institutional Members

Feld Entertainment/Ringling Brothers

Vienna, VA
Bruce Read, Vice President

Renewing Institutional Members

Seneca Park Zoo, Rochester,NY

Wild Adventures Theme Park, Valdosta, GA

Louisville Zoo, Louisville, KY

Silly Safari Shows, Inc., Indianapolis, IN

Black Pine Animal Park, Albion, IN

Ft. Wayne Children’s Zoo, Ft. Wayne, IN

Turpentine Creek Wildlife Refuge

Eureka Springs, AR

Santa Barbara Zoo, Santa Barbara, CA

~ Monika Szokalski, PhD Candidate, School

of Psychology, Social Work, and Social Policy,

University of South Australia - Monika.

Szokalski@unisa.edu.au

THE
GOURMET
RODENT,

INC.“

RATS AND MICE

Bill & Marcia Brant

12921 SWlstRd.,Ste 107,

PBM #434

Jonesville, FL 32669

(352) 472-9189

Fax: (352) 472-9192

e-mail: GrmtRodent@aol.com
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First Call for Papers

The San Diego Chapter of AAZK
invites you to submit abstracts relevant

to our theme “Inspiration, Dedication,

Conservation, Innovation” for the

2011 National AAZK Conference.

Abstracts will be accepted for one of

two categories: papers or posters.

Papers

Authors will give a 15-minute presentation with a five minute Q&A session immediately following.

Papers should discuss techniques, achievements, or innovative approaches to animal care and

husbandry, welfare, conservation, education or research.

Posters

Posters will be on display throughout the conference and presenters must be available for discussion

with other conference delegates during the designated poster presentation session.

Guidelines for Abstracts:

Abstracts should be no longer than 300 words and should be submitted in Microsoft Word 97-2003

Word or higher via email to 2011 SanDiegoConference@cox.net . Be sure to include the following

information:

• Title of paper or poster (specify which type of presentation)

• Full name of presenter and authors

• Institution/Affiliation

• Position/Title

• Short bio of yourself for introduction

• ATV needs

• Contact information, including email address

Deadline for abstracts is 1 April 2011. Presenters will be notified regarding acceptance by 1 May

2011. All final and complete papers must be received by 15 June 2011 in order to be included in the

program.

For more information, please visit our website at www.sdaazk.org or contact us at

2011 SanDiegoConference@cox.net .
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Continued Care

Kalijon and Jill adapted well to the bottle feeding training. Jill quickly realized Kalijon was the

substitute for her training doll and when Kalijon ate, Jill was rewarded. Over time, scheduled

feedings decreased, increasing the amount of formula eaten per feeding. Weaning was encouraged

by offering solid foods at the end of formula feedings. Kalijon also started foraging with Jill during

scattered exhibit feedings. Produce portions of the daily diet were cut very small for Kalijon and

so that Jill could not horde the food. A mixture of Mazuri Leaf Eater® “mini” and Marion Leaf

Eater® “lemur size” primate biscuits were also given and initially offered soaked in juice. A quarter

tablet of a children’s multivitamin was also added into her diet every other day at nine months old.

It was decided by animal management to introduce Josie, a seven-year-old daughter of Jill, to Jill and

Kalijon so she could witness mothering behaviors (as Josie has a valuable lineage and will breed in

the future). When Kalijon was five and a half months old, Josie was introduced to the two. By early

afternoon, Josie had taken Kalijon from Jill and was engaging in rough play that could be harmful

to Kalijon. Even though Kalijon would cry out, Jill showed no interest in nurturing her or taking

Kalijon back. It was concluded that the bond between Jill and Kalijon was not strong enough, and

Josie was separated that same day. Another introduction is planned for the future when Kalijon is

larger and better able to fend for herself

Conclusion

Many factors contributed to the successful care of Kalijon. Having a birthing plan in place as soon as

there was a confirmed pregnancy gave staff time to prepare, and utilizing a staff that understood the

importance of raising Kalijon like an orangutan and not like a human also helped Kalijon to associate

herselfas an orangutan. Using multiple people to care for her lessened the chance ofKalijon imprinting

on any one person. By keeping Kalijon in the building with multiple orangutans, she learned the

sights, sounds and smells ofher species. Jill’s previous maternal experience, training, and intelligence

eased the role ofkeeper involvement once introduced. By never setting deadlines for milestones such

as weaning and independence Kalijon developed at her own pace. Even though Jill and Kalijon were

both ready to be introduced when she was four months old, the introduction was postponed due to the

second hernia surgery. Still, this introduction is considered to be the earliest of its kind at five months.

Acknowledgements
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(Photo by Laura Laverick)
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The AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee Presents

Where you can share your training experiences!

Training Tales Editors — Jay Pratte, Zoo Atlanta; Kim Kezer, Zoo New England;

andAngela Binney, Disney s Animal Kingdom

Meet Your Behavioral Husbandry Committee

This next year we will be intermittently sharing profiles of members of the AAZK Behavioral

Husbandry Committee (BHC). This month we would like to share a little bit about one of our

members, Christina Stamer Dembiec. Christinajoined the Behavioral Husbandry Committee in 2008

when she was working at the Dallas Zoo. She has a Master’s of Science in Primate Conservation

from Oxford Brookes University in the United Kingdom and has been quite an asset to our committee

in teaching workshops at our annual conferences.

Christina Dembiec: Behavioral Husbandry Committee Member

Christina Dembiec currently works as an Educator at the

Sedgwick County Zoo as a member of their Education

Department. In her position there, she gets to work with

a variety of creatures, like education animal ambassadors,

preschoolers, and university students.

She fills the role of conservation educator for the zoo’s

Animal Tales Preschool, a fully-licensed preschool for

ages 3-6. Working with the education animal ambassadors,

as well as the zoo’s animal collection, she educates the

budding zookeepers and conservation biologists of the

future! She also teaches a course in Behavioral Husbandry

as part of Friends University’s Zoo Science program. In

this course, university students get hands-on experience with training and enrichment by working

with one of the zoo’s education animal ambassadors for a semester.

She truly loves teaching, and watching her students learn. She would say the best part of her job is

seeing that moment of clarity, the “light bulb” moment, when an animal or a child she is working

with has learned something new.

In her years working in environmental education, she has often worked as part of a busy team that

relies on program animals to supplement their programming. She recalls being the primary keeper

for two juvenile American alligators who were used by all of the program staff for presentations.

Typically, the alligators would be hand-grabbed from the enclosure when needed for a program.

There were a few places in the exhibit that provided the gators great hiding spots that were too far to

reach by hand. In these cases, staffwould make use of a snake hook or grabbing tool to fish them out

of the comers. This was obviously an aversive experience for the alligators, because they became

more and more difficult to grab. Christina decided to introduce stations for each alligator to make it

easier and safer for the staff to collect them without using aversive methods. This had an additional

benefit of being able to feed the individuals on their stations to avoid food aggression, and to ensure

each gator was receiving the appropriate diet. The behavior itself was not a difficult one to train, but

the challenge involved convincing the rest of the busy program staff that this wasn’t a waste of time.

Christina with her Abatolian

shepherd, Humphrey
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EO Editors -

Julie Hartell-DeNardo, Oakland Zoo and Ric Kotarsky, Tulsa Zoo & Living Museum

PVC Hopper Feeder

By Nathan Bates, Keeper

Saint Louis Zoo

Emmerson Children s Zoo

If your enrichment comer is anything like ours it has a five-gallon bucket full of golfballs, a trash

bag fiill of shredded paper, a startling diversity of cardboard boxes, and a tub full of odd pieces of

PVC littered with holes. When time is short and there is more work to do, it can be very frustrating

standing there while trying to find something new and different to give to your animals. You want

it to be something intriguing, which often means food, but not just a quick bite and back to nap. It

should be something that can be manipulated, but not so complicated as to become frustrating. If it’s

easy to make and can be used by more than one species even better.

A recent brainstorm left me with an idea I was burning

to try. It was a new version of an old PVC feeder tube,

one that would require a little more ingenuity to reach

the treats inside. I call it a hopper feeder. The idea is

simple; first hang a tube horizontally so that it is out of

balance with the food reward sitting in the lower end.

Next, attach a pull rope to the top end and drill a hole

underneath the middle. When the pull rope is yanked,

the bottom end goes up and the reward spills out of the

hole.

Ours have been used successfully by small manipulative

mammals like squirrels and kinkajous, as well as by

large, smart birds, like macaws. We don’t have any

monkeys in our Children’s Zoo, but they might catch

on to the idea as well.

on PVC Hopper Feeder.

The construction is simple, one length ofPVC with three holes drilled, two end caps and two pieces

of rope, are all that’s needed. The assembly takes a bit of trial because the balance has to be right.

It could probably be scaled up in size for bigger primates or even bigger yet for something like an

elephant. But here are the basic instructions.
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1

.

Cut a piece of 1” PVC to 10 inches in length, attach

the end caps. So far I haven’t bothered gluing the

caps on because we haven’t given it to any animals

that could really get them off
2.

Drill the pull rope hole. It should be on the bottom

of the right end of the tube, just past the end cap; this

is for the pull rope. Thread the pull rope through and

knot the end to secure it in the tube. This is much

easier if the end caps haven’t been glued down. The

pull rope can be as long as you want, but about a

foot with a nifty end splice at the bottom should be

enough.

Hopper Feeder showing design elements.

3.

Drill the hanging rope hole. This is on the top

side of the tube and the location here is tricky. Once

the pull rope is in place you need to find a center of

balance on the tube that will let it hang unevenly with

the pull rope end higher than the food reservoir end.

But you don’t want the angle too sharp because the

animal has to be strong enough to pull the rope down

far enough for the reservoir end to rise up allowing

the food reward to roll down the pvc tube towards

the opening. I just laid the tube across my finger and adjusted it until it balanced with the pull

rope end just above the reservoir end. Mark that

and drill your hanging rope hole on the top side

of the tube. Thread the hanging rope through and

knot it to hold it in place. The hanging rope should

probably be longer than the pull rope, and you can

attach any sort of clip you’d like to the end of it for

hanging purposes.

Note: I used % inch manila rope for both the

hanging and pull ropes, the size of the hole should

be just big enough to thread the rope through.

Macaw interacting with Hopper Feeder

4.

The final hole is the feeder hole. This is where

the food is going to come out, so the size of the

hole should match whatever you want to put

in there. I mad mine just a little bigger than the

rope holes, big enough for a large sunflower seed

to easily fall out of The location will be on the

bottom of the tube, to the left of the hanging hole,

or on the opposite side from the pull rope hole.

You can decide exactly where to put it, the closer

to the bottom of the food reservoir end the easier it

will be for the food to slide out.
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5. It is ready to hang. Just insert a treat that will slide down the length of tube, something like a

seed or nut, and hang it near a perch. We have also used this with honey in it for our kinkajou. Our

macaws caught on pretty quickly, especially when we loaded the tube with seeds right in front of

them so they knew what was inside and where it might come out.

(Photos provided by the author)

Chance to Win Free Conference 2011 Registration Offered

Get your training and enrichment articles into the Enrichment Options & Training Tails Column

editors to be considered for a complementary registration to the 20 1 1 AAZK National Conference

in San Diego.

The AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee will choose one article from those published

between July 2010 through May 2011 in the Animal Keepers’ Forum Enrichment Options or

Training Tails columns to be awarded a FREE 2011 conference registration.

The winning author will be notified by June 2011. Only one gratis conference registration will

be awarded no matter how many authors are on the paper - designation of which author of a

multiple author paper is to receive the free registration is not the responsibility ofAAZK or the

AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee. The winning registration is non-transferable and has

no cash value, so if the chosen author is unable to utilize the free registration another author will

be selected by the Committee.

Email your articles to: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com. Submissions should be submitted in MS
Word only. Photos should be 300 dpi jpgs or tifs attached to the email. Be sure to include proper

photos credit foe each photo and suggested captions are appreciated.

Submit now for your chance to win a free Conference 2011 Registration!

Uebsite SALE I I !

Be sure and check out theAAZK website every month for special sale

prices on AAZK logo products, publications, clothing items and more.

A new sale every month!

I

I

See:

www.aazk/org/shop

for special sale items each month throughout the remainder of 2010.
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Debuting New AAZK Logo Fleece Vests

With the exception of duct tape, nothing is more versatile than a fleece

vest. These vests are functional, comfortable and stylish. Use them as a

layer to keep your body core warm or as an outer layer on cool spring or fall

nights out. Men's and women’s cut made of 80% recycled polyester with

breast and front pockets, full zipper, collar, and detail trim.

Available in women's sizes XS-XL in red, cream, lime green, and black. Available

in men's sizes XS-XXL in black, navy, and red. Full color AAZK logo on black

and navy colors, grey scale logo on other colors.

Very limited number of sizes, so place your

order today!

See on AAZK website (www.aazk.org) under

"SHOP" for color view of the vests, pricing, and

to place your order.

Photos (clockwise): Women's Red Vest, Women's

Cream Vest, and Men's Black Vest.
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People Skills For
Animal People

Sexual Harassment in the Workplace:

What Is It? What Do We Do About It?

By Kathleen Krentz, M.A.

KM Training and Consulting Services LLC, Lafayette, CA
www.KMTrainingServices.com

Sexual harassment in the workplace has been defined and outlawed since the mid“1960’s. Yet despite

both Federal and state prohibitions, recent cases—some ofwhich involve celebrities and high-profile

executives—^point out that organizations and individuals must continue to be informed and vigilant

to prevent and eliminate harassing behaviors.

What’s at stake? It’s well-documented that a workplace where all employees are treated with respect

and where differences are valued is more productive and more successful than one where harassment

and other demeaning behaviors are tolerated. Those who don’t focus on preventing and eliminating

sexual harassment may find themselves liable for severe financial penalties and other negative

repercussions individually, as well as at the institutional level.

So what is sexual harassment?

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act includes sexual harassment as an illegal form of sexual

discrimination. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) is charged with

enforcement oversight and defines sexual harassment this way:

“Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or

physical conduct of a sexual nature constitutes sexual harassment when submission

to or rejection of this conduct explicitly or implicitly affects an individual’s

employment, unreasonably interferes with an individual’s work performance or

creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment.”

Federal law recognizes two t3q)es of sexual harassment:

• Quid pro quo, which translated from Latin means “something for something”—an exchange of

something of value for something else of value. When an imbalance of power or authority allows

the threat or promise of job benefits in exchange for rejection or acceptance of sexual favors, then

harassment is viewed as an illegal condition of employment. Quidpro quo harassment cases are less

frequent today than in earlier decades.

• Hostile environment allegations now constitute the majority of sexual harassment cases. A hostile

environment becomes an illegal condition of employment when unwelcome and offensive verbal,

visual or physical conduct of a sexual nature explicitly or implicitly has the purpose or effect of

interfering with an individual’s work performance.
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In defining sexual harassment, some things haven’t changed since the mid-1960’s. Sexual harassment

is understood to be:

• Unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature and

• Severe (“one time is one time too many”) or pervasive (“keeps happening”) and

• Unreasonably offensive.

What has evolved over time is our understanding of the qualifying terms. For example:

• The victim, as well as the harasser, may be a woman or a man. The victim does not have to be of

the opposite sex.

The percentage of court cases involving stereotypical allegations of a man sexually

harassing a woman continues to decrease. In fact, courts throughout the U.S. have

changed their definition of “unreasonably offensive” from what was agreed in the

1970’s to be unreasonably offensive to the average woman to what is unreason-

ably offensive to the average person today.

• The harasser may be the victim’s supervisor, a supervisor in another area, an agent of the employer

(such as a vendor or a contractor), a co-worker, or a non-employee (including volunteers and

visitors).

• A victim may not be the person who is the subject of harassing behavior, but could be someone

affected by the offensive conduct.

• Unlawful sexual harassment may occur without economic injury to or discharge of the victim. In

other words, a finding of sexual harassment doesn’t require a victim to have been fired or demoted,

for example.

It’s also important to know that harassment does not have to occur on the employer’s premises to be

illegal. A victim may be unlawfully harassed off zoo grounds, but while in a work-related activity,

such as transporting animals for veterinary care or off-site educational work at schools or other

community locations.

Sexual harassment may take various forms, including physical, visual and verbal. Physical

harassment may include unwelcome and inappropriate touching, sexual gestures, and even physically

blocking another person’s passing in a hallway or doorframe in a way that could be construed to be

intimidating.

Pictures, cartoons and drawings with sexual content that are posted in the workplace or sent via email

are always inappropriate and may create a hostile work environment through visual harassment.

Verbal harassment isn’t limited to the rather obvious examples of sexual sounds or sexual comments

to or about another person. Jokes and stories, including re-telling of sexual situations from movies

and TV, may also constitute harassment. Even when someone isn’t part of the conversation, but can’t

avoid overhearing the sexual content, there may be a finding of sexual harassment. It isn’t reasonable

to expect anyone to have to listen to sexual situations from TV or film, much less real life, in the

workplace!
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Whereas the line?

There are still, as of this writing, no laws that prohibit rudeness. Inconsiderate behavior is not

necessarily harassment. Even occasional obscene language, though inappropriate in the workplace,

may not be considered harassing.

However, foul language directed at a person, as well as name-calling or degrading descriptions based

on a person’s gender, sexual orientation or gender identification that express a negative stereotype,

are absolutely prohibited by law.

Dating another employee is still not illegal, either. Here’s the rule of thumb: you can ask a colleague

out for a date, but if the other person says “no,” then drop it—don’t ask again! It’s always a good idea

to let your supervisor know if you’re dating another employee. If there’s romantic interest between

employees where one has a supervisory or management role and the other one doesn’t, then it’s best

to meet with your human resource representative to avoid misunderstandings and other unintended

consequences. Use good sense: keep your personal life personal by not behaving out of context while

you’re working. Public displays of affection are never appropriate while you’re on zoo business.

What ifyou are a victim or a witness to sexual harassment?

Every employee, whether a director or a new keeper, has a responsibility to the zoo to prevent and

eliminate sexual harassment. Here are a few key steps:

1 . Be sure you’re familiar with your institution’s sexual harassment prevention policy. Re-read it and

confirm your understanding by talking with your supervisor or human resources representative.

2. If you feel you may be a victim, it’s helpful to directly inform the harasser that the behavior is

unwelcome and must stop. Whether you feel comfortable addressing the harasser directly or not, use

your institution’s complaint system to report the behavior to your supervisor and/or HR as soon as

possible.

3. If you may have witnessed sexual harassment, confront it. Let the harasser know that it’s not OK
and must stop. Always report what you saw or heard to HR.

What happens next?

By law, employers must take all reports of sexual harassment seriously. An investigation of the facts

by a qualified individual is required.

But be aware that an investigation of sexual harassment promises limited confidentiality. This means

that only those who need to know will be informed—not that “no one will ever know.” If you report

sexual harassment, don’t expect the information to be “just FYI.” Your employer has an obligation

to determine what happened and if there’s confirmation that the behavior crossed the line, take

appropriate action to prevent reoccurence and retaliation.

Employees also have a responsibility to cooperate fiilly in an investigation. Remember that you’ll be

protected by limited confidentiality; anything you say will not be public knowledge!

Limited confidentiality also means that the outcome of an investigation, including any consequences

for the harasser, won’t be public knowledge. Reasonable privacy of all parties, including the alleged

harasser, must be protected.
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Stay alert!

Your animal management team and the zoo, as a whole, will be a better place to work when all

employees work together to keep out sexual harassment. Treat others with respect, insist on being

treated with respect yourself, and if you see or hear those around you being treated disrespectfully,

nip it in the bud. If for some reason you don’t feel comfortable reporting your concerns to your own
supervisor, be sure to talk to your human resources representative or a senior manager about any

sexual harassment you’ve seen or heard.

You are key to prevention and elimination of sexual harassment so that financial resources and “people

resources” are focused where they belong: animal conservation and care and public education.

(Editor ’s Note: Do you have a topic you would like to see discussed in the People Skills for Animal

People column? Ifso, please emailyour ideas to the editor at alrfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com. We will

do our best tofind someone knowledgeable on that topic to put together a column on itfor afuture

issue ofAKF.)

I want to welcome all AAZK Chapters to the 2nd Annual

“Trees for You and Me” AAZK Chapter Challenge that will

run from 1 September 2010 - 1 March 2011. This year the

link to “Trees” will be on Polar Bears International (PBI)

website. We will be helping to build the Polar Bear Forest

in Wisconsin with the help of the Wisconsin Department of

Natural Resources (WDNR). This year for each $1 donated

three trees will be planted in the Polar Bear Forest. The

winning AAZK Chapter will again have a tree planted in their

zoo or community thanks to PBI along with a plaque. “Trees”

is a true collaboration between PBI, WDNR, and AAZK to

plant trees, reduce CO
2
and help polar bears!

PBI’s link for “Trees for You and Me” to donate is below; don’t forget to find your AAZK Chapter

on the scroll and click to win.

http://www.polarbearsintemational.org/programs/trees-vou-and-me-model-nation

AAZK’s link to AAZK/PBI and reforestation

http://aazk.org/aazk-and-polar-bears-intemational/

for you and me

Any questions or comments contact christy.mazrimas-ott@aazk.org

ASSOCIATION
of ZOO KEEPERS POUR BEAR FOREST
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Leading the Way to a Greener Future:

A Keeper’s Role in the Development and Expansion of Their Zoo’s Green Team

By Amanda Ista

AAZK Conservation Committee Member
Zoo Keeper - Milwaukee County Zoo, Milwaukee, WI

amanda. ista@milwcnty.com

As zoo keepers we all have different reasons for choosing to be in the zoo field. It is hard not to

be attracted to the wide range of unique benefits like the bulging triceps resulting from unloading

truckloads of hay, one-of-a-kind scars, or the free “perfume”. But for most of us, we are in the field

to make a difference in the lives ofthe animals we care for and to help their wild counterparts. Part of

making a difference involves conservation and theAAZK National Conservation Committee focuses

not only on what we as keepers can do to be involved in conservation for animals in the wild, but also

what we can do at home to impact conservation. Part of conservation at home is adopting “green”

practices like recycling, buying recycled products and reducing consumption of goods. But how can

we translate this into “green” polices at work? One way is to start a “Green Team” or to become

involved in your organization’s current Green Team.

What is a Green Team?

A Green Team is simply a group of employees who are interested in pioneering or improving a

company or organization’s environmental practices. With the rising trend of “green” practices,

more and more companies, including zoos and aquariums, are forming strong Green Teams that are

resulting in not only a reduced carbon footprint but also reduced operation costs and even additional

income. Green Teams are having a large impact on how companies and consumers are viewing

environmental practices at work and are a great example of how one voice teamed with another and

another CAN make a difference.

“My zoo doesn’t have a Green Team, how do I start one?”

Get management support

Like most new projects, having management on board and supporting the team is

integral to the success of the project. Do your research about what other Green Teams

have accomplished and present the costs and benefits of having a Green Team at your

zoo. Provide some examples of simple projects that the team could work on and include

how much time will be spent on these projects.
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Assemble a team

Build a team of conservation-minded individuals who want to make a difference in

the environmental practices at your zoo. Try to include representatives from as many

different departments as you can. Having input from all areas of the zoo (including

animal care, grounds, concessions, education, administration and even volunteers)

brings invaluable points of view that help to make your team a zoo-wide effort.

Establish a mission statement and goals

Decide on the mission of your team and tie that into your zoo’s mission statement.

Doing this helps to ensure that everyone is on the same page about where the team is

going and how that impacts your zoo’s overall mission. Establish core goals to help

the team stay on track and focused. Work together towards common objectives and

development of new projects.

Think big but start small

The overall objectives of the committee might be long term, wide-ranging goals, but

start with small, simple projects that will result in tangible results. This will facilitate

buy-in from the rest of the staff Small projects that are successful but do not require

a large amount of work from the staff will help build the momentum and lead to larger

and more time-intensive projects.

Reportyour successes

Publish regular reports on the activities of the Green Team. Let the staffknow what

the team has accomplished and what projects are in the works. Report any quantifiable

results such as income from cell phone recycling or reduction of the cost of waste

removal. Solicit ideas for new ideas and projects or members from staff. Get the staff

excited about conservation and environmental practices through incentives or prizes

to keep motivation high.

“My zoo has a Green Team, how do I become involved or contribute new ideas?”

As more and more individuals and companies strive to become “greener”, the number of ideas on

how to accomplish this gets higher and higher. There is a wealth of information and ideas about

how to become more environmentally friendly and it can become daunting to sort through want is

and is not achievable at one’s zoo. There are many zoos that have strong Green Teams in place that

can provide a great deal of information about what did and did not work for them. A simple Internet

search of “green team zoo” can lead one to hundreds of links to various Green Teams around the

world outlining projects that have made a large impact on their zoos’ environmental practices.

Additionally, the AZA Green List serve, the AAZK Discussion Forum, and the AAZK Conservation

Committee’s information in the Member’s Only section of the AAZK website are invaluable sources

for posting questions about specific projects or getting in touch with the zoo field’s “green” leaders.

Another great resource is your community. Partnering with like-minded companies can bring in

more bodies to help with specific projects while also reminding your community that the zoo is a

conservation organization.
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20 ideas for projects to help your Green Team get started or expand its impact:

1 . Start/expand your zoo’s recycling program. Talk to your local recycling provider to find out

EXACTLY what can and cannot be recycled, and look into other options to recycle anything

your provider does not accept.

2. Start a cell phone or ink cartridge-recycling program. Many of these programs are at no cost

to the zoo and actually bring in a small amount ofmoney with little work involved.

3. Start a “think before you prinf’ policy. Only print when hard copies are necessary.

4. Use both sides of your paper. Either print double sided or reuse the other side to print on

at a later date.

5. Make your own scratch pads. Replace the standard “zoo stationary” of paper towels with cut-up

pieces of paper that has been printed on one side, outdated stationary or used envelopes.

6. Use products, including paper towels and toilet paper, that are made with recycled materials.

7. Re-use packing material as enrichment where approved. This includes cardboard boxes, certain

types of packing peanuts and shredded paper.

8. Use rechargeable batteries.

9. Monitor temperature settings. Set thermostats a few degrees lower in the winter months and

limit the usage of air conditioners. Evaluate areas where current settings can be adjusted while

still keeping the animals and staff at a comfortable level.

10. Work with vendors to decrease the amount of packing for items in the gift shop.

1 1 . Turn lights offwh^ they are not necessary especially on sunny days.

12. Unplug appliances when not in use.

13. Turn off computers, monitors AND printers at the end of each day.

14. Start a composting program. Even if you cannot start with a zoo-wide animal waste program

right away, start small by composting produce scraps. Look into partnering with a local

company that will take the animal waste to compost or go big and develop a larger scale

program that sells or uses the compost on zoo grounds.

15. Work with ground/horticulture staff to reduce the usage of chemicals on grounds and increase

the amount of native plantings.

16. Work with the education department to offer programs highlighting environmental practices

and local conservation projects.

17. Install solar panels, rain gardens and green roofs.

18. Encourage staff to carpool or use alternate transportation sources to get to work and discourage

the use of motorized vehicles on zoo grounds. Create idle free policies for zoo staff and guests.

19. Reduce the amount of water used. Evaluate where low-flow faucets and toilets would be

beneficial. Reuse gray water from rain barrels or even bathroom sinks. Put water features on

timers or make them into recirculating features.

20. Educate staff and visitors to the importance of being green and encourage them to take small

steps everyday to help conserve their resources.

Most Importantly:

Don’t get discouraged. Not every green idea works for every zoo. By starting small and getting

support from management first, eventually green practices will catch on. Some projects may take

more work to get every staffmember on board and some projects will take more time to accomplish.

Make sure to keep a running tally of the money that has been saved, the reduction of resources used

and the positive impacts on conservation that have been made. Stay positive in the presentation

of your ideas and market your team so every staff member wants to be a part of your success and

be involved in your progress. Remember your mission statement and core goals and let those be a

guide when developing your team. And do not forget all those benefits of zoo keeping that keep you

continually pushing to be a leader in conservation and an animal advocate!
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Polar Bears and Sea Ice: Interact LIVE with Dr. Ian Stirling

from the Polar Bear Capital of the World

November lb"*, I p.m. CSX

As an AAZK member, you can meet and talk with Dr. Stirling and a panel of leading experts during

a webcast from the tundra near Churchill, Manitoba, during the famous polar bear migration. The

webcast is a joint effort between Polar Bears International and the AAZK and is part of PBI’s Tundra

Connections® program.

As arctic winds shake the buggy and polar bears prowl outside, you’ll have an exclusive opportunity

to talk with Ian Stirling and other panelists. Stirling is known worldwide for his groundbreaking

research on the effects of climate change on polar bears—work that began with a study more than 40

years ago on the Western Hudson Bay population near Churchill.

Over the course of Stirling’s career, he has worked in the numbing cold, in subzero temperatures,

to study the great white bears—weighing powerful males, putting satellite collars on females, and

evaluating the health and condition of polar bear cubs. He has also witnessed profound—and deeply

disturbing—changes in the arctic landscape.

In addition to Stirling, other panelists include:

• Jill Marvin (General Curator, Quebec du Aquarium, Canadian Association

of Zoos and Aquariums)

• Marie Auger-Meth (University ofAlberta)

• Lance Rougeux (Discovery Education)

• GeoffYork (Arctic Programme, World Wildlife Fund)

To join the webcast, visit http://www.polarbearsintemational.org/programs/tundra-connections on

November 16* at 1 p.m. CST. For more information, contact Krista Wright, Vice President and COO
of Polar Bears International at kwright@pbears.org or 970-946-0897.

(Photo: BJ Kirschoffer/polarbearsinternational. org)
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Human Intervention in the Rearing of an Infant

Bornean Orangutan (Pongo Pygmaeus Pygmaeus)

:

A Failed Attempt at Maternal Training of a Birth Mother, the Subsequent

Human Hand-Rearing and a Successful Introduction of an

Infant to a Surrogate Orangutan Mother

By

Laura Laverick, Keeper II

Courtney Murray, Keeper III

James Sanford, Assistant Supervisor of Tropical Ecosystems

Kansas City Zoo, Kansas City, Missouri

Abstract

In 2008, the Kansas City Zoo received a Species Survival Plan (SSP®^ recommendation to breed two

Bornean orangutans {PongoPygmaeusPygmaeus) housed at the zoo’s orangutan facility. The breeding

was successful and fetal development was monitored regularly through ultrasound. The next year, a

female Bornean orangutan named Kalijon was bom. Even after months ofpreparation and a maternal

training program, the birth mother refused to let the baby nurse. Although the standard recommendation

is to wait 72 hours before permanently pulling an orangutan infant for hand-rearing, it was believed

that Kalijon’s well-being was at stake and consequently, she was removed after 30 hours. For the

following five months, Kalijon was hand-reared by human caregivers 24 hours a day. As she developed

and her needs changed, a program was put in place to encourage her physical and mental development,

ensure her health, and maintain her orangutan identity. During this five-month time period, another

female Bornean orangutan housed at the Kansas City Zoo was selected as an excellent candidate for

surrogacy and was trained to cooperate with staffin Kalijon’s continued care once the infant was turned

over to her. The introduction was a complete success and considered one of the earliest of its kind.

Preparation and Care During Pregnancy

In 2008 the Kansas City Zoo received an SSP® recommendation to breed TK, a 23-year-old female

Bornean orangutan with Berani, a 10-year-old male Bornean orangutan. TK had previously given

birth to two other offspring at a different institution, both of which had to be hand-reared. Therefore

Kansas City Zoo staffknew they were faced with a challenge. TK and Berani were introduced in July

of 2008 and instantly took to one another and bonded as a pair.

With her past infants, one bom in 2003 and the second in 2006, TK was reported to be a loving and

nurturing mother, however, she would not hold either of the infants in a position that allowed him

or her to nurse. Despite being dam-reared herself, she preferred to hold the baby on her head or

shoulders. Shortly after the 2006 birth, attempts were made to correct the position of the infant by

anesthetizing TK and repositioning the baby near the nipple, but each time she moved him back to

her head soon after she awoke. After multiple attempts the decision was made to hand-rear the infant

as had been done with the infant in 2003.

Keeping TK’s history in mind, TK’s trainer started her on a rigorous maternal training program

within one month of introducing her to Berani in hopes of teaching her to care for her own baby or

to allow keepers to assist her in caring for the infant. Other challenges keepers faced included TK’s

indifference to training, her short attention span, and a disconnection from keepers. She had also

demonstrated a limited ability and/or inclination to offer new or creative ideas necessary to develop

new behaviors. Unlike other orangutans, she rarely seemed to experience the “ah-ha” moment where

what is being asked of her suddenly clicks and the new behavior is formed. However, she was food-

motivated. By consistently doing short sessions at least once daily for the duration of about eight

months, TK did learn eight of the nine behaviors asked of her.
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In addition to preparing for the infant’s eare after birth, staff also wanted to monitor the progress of

the fetus during pregnancy. Therefore, at the same time that TK was learning maternal behaviors, she

was also being trained for ultrasound procedures. Keepers and animal health staff had great success

meeting this goal and were able to perform an ultrasound on TK with her complete cooperation

approximately once per week during the last 1 5 weeks of the pregnancy. A simple approach guided

by her natural inclinations was used.

Ultrasound Trainin2

The basic behavior for ultrasounds was present (the abdomen to the mesh), but some desensitization

also had to be done with the gel, the probe, and the animal health staff. Due to the large size of

TK’s belly, her lower abdomen could not be accessed even with her belly pressed to the mesh.

Using an already established behavior, toes, in which she sticks her toes through the mesh, her

trainer began asking her to present the toes gradually higher and higher, presenting a clearer view

of the lower abdomen. The next step was to ask her to present her belly while holding the toes

through the mesh about a foot or so off the ground. With one foot elevated, the only part of her

belly she was able to press to the mesh was the lower abdomen. Next trainers worked on holding

this position for increased amounts of time up to ten minutes or so. Five to ten minute holds

seemed to be plenty of time for the vet staff to monitor fetal activity and capture still images used

to measure growth. In all, 14 ultrasound sessions were completed. The preparation and training

allowed staff to acquire excellent images with minimal stress to TK throughout the pregnancy.

Maternal Behaviors

These maternal behaviors were developed to deal with an array of possible foreseeable situations and

were taught using basic positive reinforcement training.

1 . Feed the Babv : Mom is required to press her nipple through the mesh or larger portal while

the trainer uses his or her fingers and warm water to simulate suckling. A small orangutan stuffed

animal (the “baby”) is held up to the nipple to mock the feeding of an infant through the mesh.

2. Take : The trainer offers the “baby” to Mom through a six-inch round portal in the mesh. Mom is

required to take the “baby” from the portal and hold it until given further instruction.

3. Get the Babv : Mom is asked to retrieve the “baby” from anywhere in her stall and bring it back

to the front to her station.

4. Give : The “baby” is handed back to the keeper through the portal in the mesh.

5. Show : Mom holds the “baby” up against the mesh and allows the keeper to touch and examine it.

6. Bottle : Mom executes the show behavior with a hold, allowing the keeper to feed the “baby” a

bottle of formula.

7. Other : Mom adjusts the “baby” by turning it around or over when holding it in the show

behavior, allowing the mouth to be accessed for feeding or any other part of the body to be

examined if necessary.

8. Pump : Mom presses either breast to the six-inch portal in the mesh and allows a breast pump to

be used to extract her milk.

9. Nurse : Mom picks up the baby and holds it near her breast to allow baby to find the nipple.

The nurse behavior is the only skill trainers were unable to teach TK despite taking several different

training approaches. Although TK performed the pump behavior quite well, milk was never extracted
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due to the fact that the portal was not big enough to easily accommodate the pump and achieve the

proper seal required for the pump to work.

Other Husbandry Considerations

After consulting the SSP®, animal managers decided to separate TK and Berani about 10-12 weeks

before the birth of the baby. Knowing that their separation would be stressful to both orangutans, it

was hoped that an early separation would keep them from associating the experience with the infant.

In addition, keepers wanted to minimize this type of stress in the latter stages ofTK’s pregnancy. The

separation was also beneficial to TK’s training. She was able to focus better without the distraction

of a cage mate during the sessions.

In the final weeks of pregnancy, TK was housed in a heavily straw bedded stall (one to two feet

deep covering entire stall) and only moved for cleaning. Two cameras with different views of the

stall were set up in order to record the birth. With daily enrichment added, she did not seem to mind

the single stall and the consistency seemed to provide increased cooperation and comprehension of

maternal behaviors and ultrasound training.

Consistent weights were taken and recorded throughout the pregnancy. (See Figure 1) When her

weight dipped slightly in the second month, a diet increase of 10% was deemed necessary. At the

veterinarian’s recommendation, onions, garlic, and hot peppers were eliminated from her diet and

enrichment in later stages of pregnancy. TK was not given any additional vitamins or supplements.

Figure 1. Weights taken on TK during her pregnancy.

Hand Rearing

Separation from Birth Mother

Kalijon was bom on 24 April 2009. It was observed that TK was nurturing to Kalijon, however

would not let her nurse. TK had possession of Kalijon for at least 30 hours during which

maternal training was attempted, but was ultimately unsuccessful. TK cooperated somewhat by

leaning toward the mesh with her head where Kalijon was clinging tightly, but she refused to

remove or reposition the baby. There were a few instances when Kalijon was close enough to

the mesh to drink from the bottle; however, she was not able to take a significant amount. Based

on veterinarian assessments of the infant’s health, animal management made the decision to

anesthetize TK on the afternoon of 25 April 2009 and pull Kalijon. During the anesthetization.
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Kalijon was able to nurse and receive colostrum. Rather than returning the infant and giving

TK another chance to properly care for her, the decision was made to temporarily hand-rear

Kalijon based on TK’s behavior and her past failures to feed the infant even after anesthetizing.

Plan for 24-Hour Care

A plan for 24-hour care was then implemented. No specific deadlines were created in order to

maintain flexibility throughout the process. Human caretakers in this plan included ten main animal

keepers, a handful of other animal keepers that covered a shift here or there, nine supervisors/

managers, and 1 1 docents. The first couple of days were divided up between the same four caregivers

to help with consistency and then all the rest of the caregivers were worked into the schedule to help

avoid any imprinting. The day was split up into several different shifts. The docents had her during

the workday period, which were usually divided into two different slots of 0800 to 1200 hours and

1200 to 1700 hours. During this time, an animal keeper was always in the building to supervise,

assist, and answer any questions ifneeded.

From there a supervisor or manager would

take her from 1 700 to 2400 hours, followed

by a keeper coming in from 2400 to 0800

hours. Brown, fuzzy vests were worn

by all caregivers to encourage Kalijon to

naturally grab and hang on as she would

with her real orangutan mom. Trying to

keep the experience as natural as possible,

diapers were never used.

Kalijon was kept in the orangutan building

at all times and had constant body contact.

She was never placed in an incubator. One

of the orangutan stalls in the building was

set up as a nursery for the caregivers. It

was decided that staying in the building

was the most beneficial to Kalijon because she could always see, smell, and hear the other six

orangutans the zoo housed. It is believed this exposure was essential to helping her identify herself as

an orangutan and initiating a bond with the other orangutans. The exposure was gradually increased

and eventually even gentle touches with the other

orangutans through the mesh were encouraged. Kalijon

was also introduced to a lot of the same environmental

objects like fire hoses, ropes, and enrichment items that she

would have had exposure to if she were not hand reared.

Exercise Pro2ram

At three weeks old, an exercise program for Kalijon was

initiated that involved staff holding her up by her hands

and having her do mini pull-ups to strengthen her muscles.

Sessions ofabout five minutes at least four times a day were

done. Also for muscle development, caregivers encouraged

her to hold onto the fuzzy vests while they decreased their

support provided for her. Over time, caregivers reduced

support from a hand under her bottom, to a hand on the

small of her back, and then eventually to no support at

all once she was holding on completely. After Kalijon

was more active, a mini jungle gym was constructed out

of rope and PVC tubing to help her develop climbing Kalijon getting weighed.
(Photo bv Courtney Murray)

Kalijon exercising on her jungle gym.
(Photo by Stacie Beckett)
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skills. The structure also encouraged her independence and cognitive development through play.

Obtaining Daily Wei2hts

Daily weights of Kalijon were obtained at 1500 hours during the hand-rearing time period. (See

Figure 2) In order to obtain these weights, caregivers would have Kalijon grab onto a toy stuffed-

animal orangutan, wrap her in another vest or blanket, and then place her in a basket on a scale.

Fig.2. Kalijon’s Daily Weights

Feedings

As is common when orangutan infants are put on human baby formula, Kalijon had digestion and

constipation problems early on. Therefore, only Similac® brand formula was used, but different

proportions and dilutions of low iron and full iron formula were utilized throughout the first two

months to help Kalijon adapt. (See Table 1) Until she was seven weeks old, Kalijon was given a

bottle whenever she acted hungry. At seven weeks, a feeding schedule was put into action. From

then on a bottle was only offered at specific times throughout the day. If the bottle was refused, a

15-minute time out occurred and then only one more offering was given. If neither opportunity was

taken, she would have to wait until the next scheduled feeding. Over time, the feeding schedules were

manipulated to decrease the daily amounts of bottle offerings and increase the amount of formula

offered per feeding. (See Table 2) Although the number of feedings and formula amounts changed,

the average total intake of formula every day only slightly increased (See Figure 3).

A small bell was rung before every bottle feeding for association purposes to aide staff in possible

future challenges within feedings after she was introduced to another orangutan. For example,

if whatever orangutan Kalijon was housed with would not turn her face to the mesh for a bottle

feeding, the keeper would ring the bell in hopes that Kalijon would hear it and start to look for

the bottle herself Kalijon was always good about recognizing feeding times and there was

never a problem getting her up to the mesh correctly, so the bell was never relied upon later. A
smaller, portable three-foot by three-foot mesh station was also constructed to desensitize Kalijon

to taking a bottle through the mesh since formula would still be necessary for many months

after putting her in with another orangutan. The design was very useful because the feedings

could be done in any desired location. Kalijon was also given chunks of carrots for teething

purposes and was started on soft, mushy solid fruits like bananas and grapes when she was

three months old. Fler first two bottom teeth broke through at about four and a half months old.
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Table 1. Formula proportions

25-Apr fuii strength Similacwith no iron

12-iVtay diluted every other feeding by 50%

1 7-May diluted every third feeding by 50%

20-May changed the diluted feeding to Similacwith iron

27-May
1 feeding full strength no iron

1 feeding full strength with iron

1 feeding diluted with iron

29-May 2 feedings full strength with low iron

1 feeding full strength with iron

1 6-Jun
1 feeding full strength with low iron

1 feeding full strength with iron

22-Jun
all feedings w4th 11/2 scoops of Si milac with iron and 1/2 scoop of
Similacwith low iron (for a 120mL bottle)

26-Jun all feedings made with full strength Similacwith iron

Fig. 3. Kalijon’s daily formula intake.

Iv4ar"
'i'

I

* 4* \j^
*>^

22-Jan14-Oct 3-Dec

Table 2. Feeding Schedules
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Hernia Surgeries

During the course of the hand-rearing period, Kalijon had to undergo two different hernia surgeries.

The first surgery took place at three months old when two different hernias, one umbilical and one

inguinal, were repaired. The umbilical hernia was noticed early on but was not going to be repaired

unless Kalijon had to be anesthetized for another cause. When the second, more serious inguinal

hernia was noticed, the decision was made by management to repair both hernias. The second surgery

occurred at four and a half months old when the cranial portion of the first inguinal hernia site was

repaired. After each surgery, there was a time frame of about a week and a half where Kalijon was

not exposed to any form of her exercises and her mobility was kept as limited as possible.

Separation Trainins from Caregivers

Near the end of hand-rearing, a separation training plan was implemented working toward getting

Kalijon tolerant of being completely off human caregivers and comfortable with being left alone to

eventually get her into a stall with another orangutan. Initially, caretakers attempted to place Kalijon

on her play area and then remove themselves from any visual contact. Kalijon became extremely

stressed and this resulted into her clinging on harder than ever, not even wanting to play on herjungle

gym with a caretaker right next to her. Therefore another more gradual separation approach was

taken. Keepers started by having her play on her jungle gym or a play area while sitting next to her

and then gradually moving away in small amounts. When Kalijon would throw a fit after realizing

the caregiver was not present anymore, the caregiver would scoot closer or re-enter the area until she

calmed down and then start with the separation process again. The hope was that when she was left

in the introduction stall alone, she would not be screaming and distraught when the other orangutan

entered the stall, and ultimately would not upset or appall that orangutan.

Surrogate Mom
The initial plan was to hand-rear Kalijon for a minimal amount of time then return her to TK and

implement maternal training. Immediately after she was pulled for hand-rearing, TK was housed

in the stall next to the stall set up as a nursery. She could see Kalijon from a high mesh transfer

door and a low mesh transfer door 24 hours a day. TK was encouraged to watch feedings, touch,

and interact with the infant. Unfortunately, her interest was very minimal. Eventually she only

came to see Kalijon if a food reward was present, and then progressed to grabbing at her somewhat

aggressively.

The decision was made not to return Kalijon to TK, and TK was immediately started on birth control.

About a month later, she was reintroduced to Berani, the baby’s father. She seemed very content to

be back with him after a five-month separation and no longer showed any interest in the infant. Staff

anticipated the possibility of anxiety or depression once she realized the separation from the baby

was permanent. However, no signs were ever observed that she was upset in any way.

Fortunately, another female, Jill, age 33 years, took a strong interest in Kalijon. Jill has successfully

mothered three infants of her own. In addition, she is an exceptionally bright and cooperative

individual. So the decision was made to start preparing Jill as a surrogate mother.

In order to prepare Jill to care for Kalijon, she was first separated from the adult male and juvenile

female with whom she was housed. Jill had been exposed to maternal behaviors years ago in

preparation for the birth of her own baby, but it was not known what behaviors she knew, the specific

criteria, or cues. Therefore, it was decided that her training would be done in the same manner

as TK’s training but with emphasis only on the behaviors get the baby, show, bottle, and other.

Jill was also housed next to or near the nursery at all times. Eventually, all bottle feedings were

done in front of Jill’s stall using the homemade mesh structure designed for this purpose. Jill was

also allowed to interact with Kalijon through the cage mesh and was encouraged and rewarded for

positive interactions. She was always extremely gentle and curious.
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Introduction of Kaiijon to Jill

When she was five months old, Kaiijon was introduced to her surrogate mother, Jill. The nursery

stall was cleared out and converted into the introduction stall since Kaiijon was most familiar with

that area and the stall was equipped with a window to the kitchen area for convenient viewing. The

stall was bedded down with a very thick layer of straw approximately two feet deep. Several of the

furry vests were tied to some low-hanging ropes on which Kaiijon was accustomed to playing. Once

she was busily playing, the keeper was able to back away a few feet at a time and eventually close

and lock the cage door. Jill, who was in the stall next door, was then given access into Kalijon’s stall.

Immediately Jill approached her and began investigating. Each orangutan took a few moments to

assess the situation, and Kaiijon did not appear frightened, but perhaps a little confused. Kaiijon had

a few off and on crying fits, but each time Jill was encouraged to get the baby. Jill was fairly attentive

and would pick the infant up from the straw, but hesitated to remove her when she was clinging to

mesh or ropes unless Kaiijon reached out to her.

Once it was clear that Jill was not going to be rough and

that Kaiijon could be consoled by an orangutan mom,
all people left the animal area in order to allow time for

the two to bond. Staff was able to watch through the

kitchen window without drawing the attention of either

orangutan. Every attempt was made by staff to remain

out of Kalijon’s sight for the remainder of the day so that

she would look to Jill for comfort rather than reaching

out to her human caretakers. She continued to have minor

crying fits and bouts of confusion, but they became more

and more infrequent throughout the day. Jill did require

some encouragement several times when she would let

the fits go on without retrieving the baby.

At one point, Kaiijon climbed to the top of the 30-foot

mesh and seemed unable to climb down. Though Jill

climbed up near her when told to get the baby, she would

not pick up Kaiijon and climb back down. When it was

feared that Kaiijon may become exhausted and fall from

the high mesh, Jill was briefly shifted out of the stall and

Kaiijon was retrieved by one ofher human caregivers. She

was then placed in an outdoor stall that had a much lower maximum height and Jill was reintroduced.

Since they could not stay locked outside overnight,

plywood was immediately installed to cover the

mesh front of the inside stall so that Kaiijon could

only climb about eight feet high before reaching a

smooth expanse ofplywood that did not allow her to

get a finger-hold and climb any higher. This seemed

to be an excellent solution and would definitely be

recommended as a preparation for other institutions

doing similar introductions.

Within 24 hours of the introduction, Jill and Kaiijon

bonded and Jill began carrying her full-time. Within

48 hours, Kaiijon no longer showed any desire for

her human caregivers by reaching out or crying out.

At this point, overnight observations were stopped.

Jill was very cooperative and accommodating from

the beginning, and there have been no problems

feeding a bottle to Kaiijon even at very early

morning and very late night feedings.
introduction. (Pho,o by Com,ney Murray)

Jill and Kaiijon bonded within 24 hours

Kaiijon and Jill intereacting through the

mesh prior to introduction

(Photo: Courtney Murray)
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They were used to grabbing an alligator from the enclosure any time it was needed for a program, and

getting each staff member to utilize the stations each time the animals were needed was incredibly

difficult. Many times, the alligators would be within easy reach, and it was faster to simply grab

them than station them. This caused a bit of regression and an increase in their hiding behavior. By
demonstrating the benefits of this training to the rest of the team, Christina was able to create a strong

station behavior in the alligators, ensuring that the animals were always available for program staff,

and ensuring the staff remained dry and unscathed!

Her favorite training tip is therefore quite a simple one. Effective communication is key! Keeping

other staff in the loop, through verbal and written communication can sometimes save your training

program from setbacks and regression.

What is your favorite training tip?

We want to hear your training stories - the good, the bad and the fabulous!

Please submit your ‘Training Tales” and experiences in operant conditioning to share with Animal

Keepers ' Forum readers. This opportunity provides a convenient outlet for you to exhibit your

training challenges, methods and milestones with the AAZK member network. Please submit entries

based on the following guidelines:

a) Submit a brief description of a training project at your zoo. These can be 500 words or less,

in text or bullet points. Or it can be longer (up to 1000 words) if you wish to elaborate; however,

short and simple descriptions with a few images are just as perfect. Details should include the

following:

1 . Define the training goal (what did you try to do and for what purpose?)

2. List important steps (How did you do it - include plans that changed along the way/

what worked & what didn’t work)

3 . Timeline used (how long did it take)

4. Tips you learned along the way

b) Include 1-2 digital photos that clearly depict the animal in the learning process or performing the

desired goal (list source and photographer of each image). Should be 300dpi jpg or tif

c) Please Note: We do not mind reprinting material if it is particularly usefiil to our readers;

however, we want to be sure to give proper credit to previously published material. If your

entry is not a first time publication, please include publication information (Journal name,

Volume, Issue, Pages) with your submission.

Please send entries or questions to: Jay Pratte atjayp@omahazoo.com (use Training Tales Entry as

the subject line). Happy training!

MOVING?
Don't miss a single issue of AKF! To update your

address, please go to the AAZK website

(www.aazk.org) and enter your new address

information on the Homepage. Or call

785“273"9149 with address change details.

Or email address change to

aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com
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AA2LK- C^RJUVKk R^ort By Julie Hartell-DeNardo, Keeper

Oakland Zoo, Oakland, CA

As one of the recipients of the AAZK 2009 Travel Grant, I was fortunate enough to attend a 10-

day Field Studies of Animal Behavior course. The course was sponsored by the Southwestern

Research Station of the American Museum ofNatural History and was held at the field station in the

Chiricahua Mountains of southeastern Arizona in July of 2009. Being a zoo keeper at the Oakland

Zoo with a strong interest in animal behavior who also manages our Behavior Observation Team
Volunteer Program, this class was a great opportunity to develop my observation skills, deepen my
understanding of observation techniques, broaden my ability to apply these techniques scientifically

to the projects within my institution, teach me data analysis techniques that will allow me to make
the information collected by the BOT relevant and aid me in instructing volunteers on observation

techniques. This was an intensive field course that consisted of daily lectures, class projects, research

participation and seminars given by the station scientists. The studies included field observations

covering six different projects with diverse taxa including hummingbirds, ants, lizards, toads and

bats.

Daily lectures covered topics such as speciation, ethology, entomology, adaptation, diverse types of

parasitism, scientific method and applications in behavior studies, mating/reproductive strategies,

evolution of traits and behaviors, and many more interesting topics. The peaks and valleys of the

Chiricahua Mts. create a phenomenon called “sky islands” where species adapted to mountain life are

isolated to particular mountains (sky islands) and not able to move between the various mountain peak

habitats because they are unable to cross the desert valleys between them. This limited connectivity

between similar habitats creates the potential for the isolated populations of plant and animal species

to develop different adaptations and possibly diverge into different species.

Class projects ranged from formulating

controlled behavior studies of captive ant lions

(Myrmeleontidae) based on scientific method, to

carrying buckets and buckets of water into the

field, banging metal sheets, and flashing bright

lights over a harvester ant colony after dark to

simulate the rains and thunderstorms that induce

the winged males and queens to emerge for their

nuptial flights. One class projects involved

early mornings down into the valley to study the

spacial relationships between ant colonies by

marking each colony with colored flags and then

tracking the foraging range of individual ants

from each colony and observing the interesting

and sometimes dramatic exchanges where two

colonies ranges overlapped.

Another class project included the nightly

surveillance of multiple slave making ant colonies {Polyergus breviceps) in hopes to catch a glimpse

of the scouts out looking for other ant colonies {Formica species) to raid or even possibly observe

a colony raid, from the swarming of the entrance to the carrying away of the pupae back to the P.

breviceps colony.

Because this course was held at an active field research station, another great opportunity afforded to

the students was the occasion to visit ongoing research projects, meet the researches and participate

when possible. We learned about the various anti-predatory tactics employed by homed lizard

species and which techniques they utilize based on a specific predatory threat. For example, for a

constrictor species of snake (such as a whip snake) they turn sideways, flatten and widen their body to

appear larger and reduce the snakes ability to get a hold of it while, when threatened by a rattlesnake

Hiking at the Chiricahua National Monument
where I saw my first wild rattlesnake
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species, they tuck tight or run, and the famous blood squirting from the eyes defense tactic is reserved

typically for canine predatory threats. On another day we were taught how to create and use a

lizard noose for the safe capture of wild small lizards. That was followed by an afternoon of lizard

collecting, measuring and marking for a study on survivability

and tail loss in Sceloporus species. On a different day we were

down in the valley again observing a project that utilizes a remote

control mocking bird to study the movement and flight threshold of

grasshopper species. On yet another evening we observed the mist

netting of bats for another project.

Nearly every evening there was a seminar given by one ofthe stations

scientists that everyone at the station attended. These were very

informative talks that tied what we had been learning throughout

the day back to actual studies and species. Some of the topics

included: “Studies ofYarrow’s Spiny Lizards {Sceloporusjarroviy\

“Polyphenism and the Origin (and Maintenance) of Species”, and

“Sonar Jamming in the Bat-Moth Arms Race”, These lectures

were a great opportunity to leam about the application of behavior

science to real questions and studies, to leam about some exciting

projects being worked on in academia.

This class was an amazing experience. I had the opportunity to leam many different facets and

applications of animal behavior science in addition to seeing my first rattlesnake in the wild, watching

the spectacular display a tarantula wasp

attacking tarantula, noosing numerous

lizards from trees and rocky crevices, hiking

at the Chiricahua National Monument and

seeing 10 hummingbird species in one

day. I want to thank the AAZK and the

Oakland Zoo for their support to attend this

wonderful educational opportunity.

(Editor ’s Note: For information on how to

apply for an AAZK Grant, please visit the

website at www.aazk.org< Click “About

Us ” and then “Grants “ in the menu on left

side ofpage.)

Big Cat Internships Available
Join us in

“Saving Tigers One by One”

As seen on Animal Planet®

1® I
ML “Growing Up Tiger”

Apply at: www*tigercreek.org

Leam about Big Cat Management. Internship involves Animal Care Apprentice and

Public Education. We offer experience that counts towards employment.

TIGER MISSING LINK FOUNDATION / TIGER CREEK WILDLIFE REFUGE

The author shows her nephew the finer points of
lizard lassoing. (Photo by David DeNardo)

Lizard {aspidoscelis species)

in hand after a good chase.
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Column Coordinators: Becky Richendollar, North Carolina Zoo

and Greg McKinney, Philadelphia PA

This month ’s column was put together by

column co-coordinator Greg McKinney

Prairies Get Flurry of Ferrets - Black-footed ferret love is in the air

and more are running free, say researchers who are making inroads to

reintroduce the most endangered mammal in North America back onto the Prairies. For the second

year in a row, an international team including Calgary Zoo researchers and Parks Canada, released

15 black-footed ferrets {Mustela nigripes) in the protected plains of southwestern Saskatchewan’s

Grassland National Park on 23 September. The team released 36 last October, marking the first

crucial step in reintroducing a mammal which vanished from Canada 75 years ago.

Dr. Axel Moehrenschlager, head of the Calgary Zoo’s

Centre for Conservation Research, said his team was
able to locate ten during a recent night-time scouting

mission, which also uncovered three wild-bom kits.

Researchers are calling the discovery a milestone in

the reintroduction of a species once believed extinct

through habitat loss and the decimation of its primary

food source — black-tailed prairie dogs {Cynomys

ludovicianus) — the keystone of black-footed ferret

success. Grassland National Park is the only protected

area in Canada where prairie dogs live, making it the

prime candidate for the reintroduction effort. The

latest batch of ferrets were bom at the Toronto Zoo
and taken to a wildlife centre in Colorado where they were trained to hunt and avoid predators. More
are expected to be released annually over the next decade. Source: QMAgency, Michael Wood, 2 October

2010

Major Population Crash of Critically Endangered Taita Apalis - Taita Apalis {Apalis

fuscigularis) is endemic to the Taita Hills, in south-eastern Kenya. It is one of the rarest birds in the

world, surviving in only five small forest fragments at altitudes of between 1,500 and 2,200m. Its

known global range is less than 600ha. In 2001, the population of this species was estimated to only

be 300-650 individuals, thereby qualifying it for the highest threat category. Critically Endangered.

Field work carried out in 2009 and 2010 with support from BirdLife International, RSPB, CEPA
and Chester Zoo strongly suggests that a major population crash is underway. Compared with 2009,

sighting rates in April-May 2009 had dropped by about 38%; repeated counts done in September-

December 2009 and May-July 2010 showed even larger decreases, approaching 80%. This means

that the global population of the apalis might now be reduced to only 60-130 individuals, almost all

of which are located in a single forest, Ngangao, which is only about 120ha.

The causes of this extremely worrying drop are unclear. Little or no illegal logging is now occurring

in the Taita, and human disturbance has been significantly reduced thanks to the effort of the Kenya

Forest Service and local conservation groups. The impacts of other possible factors, such as nest

predation and climate change remain unknown. Nonetheless, it is clear that all the possible candidates

driving this apparent crash need to be urgently studied in order to stop this species from sliding

further towards the brink of extinction. Similarly, research is also urgently needed on the second

critically endangered bird of the Taita Hills forests, Taita Thmsh {Turdus helleri), whose population

has not been assessed in recent times, but might be threatened by the same factors that are already

affecting the apalis.

Black-footed Ferret
(Photo: Charlene Bessken/USFWS)
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Taita Apalis and Taita Thrush are both receiving funding from the BirdLife Preventing Extinctions

Programme. The programme is spearheading greater conservation action, awareness and ftinding

support for all of the world's most threatened birds, starting with the 190 species classified as

Critically Endangered, the highest level of threat. Source: SurfBirds News, 2 October 2010

Twycross Zoo Receives Funding to Help Save the World’s Most Endangered Apes -

Twycross Zoo has secured funding from the European Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) for

two projects to help the Bonobo chimpanzee {Pan paniscus) and Cao Vit gibbon {Nomascus nasutus

nasutus), two ofthe most endangered species ofape, survive in their natural habitats. EAZA is running

a 12-month ape campaign, bringing the world's

leading zoos together to formulate action plans to

assist the continued survival of critically threatened

breeds of ape, which are under threat from hunting,

deforestation and disease. It also aims to raise one

million Euros [~$ 1 ,400,00 on 1 0/05/ 1 0] to safeguard

the future of ape conservation. It is sponsoring four

projects worldwide, two of which will be run by

Twycross, which is the only British zoo caring for

bonobos, the rare pygmy chimpanzees which are

also man’s closest living relative.

The first is Awely, a Twycross-backed project

based in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the

only country where Bonobos still live in the wild.

Rangers work with local people to educate them

about the threats the species faces and to help them

reduce their dependence on the bushmeat trade

through the introduction of new farming methods

to provide alternative sources of food and income. Thanks to Awely, Bonobos can now live naturally

in a 12,000km^ area of unprotected dense forest.

Bonobo mother and infant
(Photo: WWW.primates.org/sandiegozoo)

The other is the Fauna and Flora International (FFI) Cao Vit gibbon conservation project in China

and Vietnam. With just over 100 individuals left in the wild, the Cao Vit gibbon is one of the most

endangered primates in the world. Twycross Zoo has carried out population surveys and provided

a protected area in which the gibbons can live safely, and also helped FFI to work with local

communities to develop pig-manure biogas plants and fuel efficient stoves to lessen the demand for

fuel wood, reducing damage to the gibbons’ habitat.

Dr. Susie Boardman, CEO of Twycross Zoo, near Atherstone, Warwicks, said she was “ecstatic” at

being selected. She said: “Both projects are critically important to the conservation of apes in the

wild and the two species selected are part of our vision to help to secure the fiiture of five endangered

primate species in the wild by 2020.” Source: the Telegraph, Nick Britton, 30 Sept 2010

German Scientists Discover Rare Ape Species in Asia - German scientists have discovered a

new rare and endangered ape species in the tropical rainforests between Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia

by its distinctive song. The new type of crested gibbon, one of the most endangered primate species

in the world, is called the Northern buffed-cheeked Gibbon or Nomascus annamensis, a statement

from the German Primate Centre (DPZ) said.

“The discovery of a new species of ape is a minor sensation,” said Christian Roos from the DPZ. “An
analysis of the frequency and tempo of their calls, along with genetic research, show that this is, in

fact, a new species.” The distinctive song “serves to defend territory or might even be a precursor of

the music humans make,” the statement added.

The male of the new species is covered with black fiir that appears silver in sunlight. His chest is

brownish and his cheeks deep orange-golden in colour. The females are orange-beige in colour.

Crested gibbons are found only in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and southern China. Scientists had

assumed there were six different species but the recent discovery takes the number to seven.
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Gibbons have become endangered due to illegal hunting. “Gibbons are kept as cute pets, or they are

eaten, or they are processed into traditional medicines,” said the DPZ. Many species number only

around 100 individuals, said Roos. Scientists currently have “absolutely no idea” how many of the

new species might be alive, but are conducting fiirther study to determine this, he toldAPR

“Only if we know where which species is found and how many individuals there are can we start

with serious conservation actions,” added the scientist. News of the discovery was published in the

Vietnamese Journal of Primatology. Source: AFP, 21 September 2010

Feds Deny Protection to Tiny Rabbit - The tiny pygmy rabbit {Brachylagus idahoensis) does

not warrant protection under the Endangered Species Act, a federal agency said in its latest ruling

against the creature. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concluded that while there are pressures to

the rabbit’s habitat, it is not enough to threaten the survival of the species. The pygmy rabbit is the

smallest in North America, growing between 9 and 12 inches in length.

“We find there has been some loss and degradation of pygmy rabbit habitat range wide, but not to

the magnitude that constitutes a significant threat to the species,” said Bob Williams, of the Fish

and Wildlife Service. “The comparison of available historical and current data indicates that pygmy
rabbits seem to occur in a similar distribution pattern, and they have been documented as occurring

in new locations.”

The agency considered protecting the rabbit in the states of California, Nevada, Oregon, Idaho,

Utah, Wyoming and Montana. One branch of the species, the Columbia Basin Distinct Population

Segment in Eastern Washington, was listed as endangered

in 2003. Scientists at Washington State University have for

years been breeding and releasing pygmy rabbits in an effort

to re-establish a population. Many have been devoured by

predators.

The Western Watersheds Project has been pushing for

protection ofthe rabbits, which weigh up to one pound and can

fit in a man’s palm. The group contends rabbit numbers have

been decreasing for years in the West because ofhabitat loss,

which reduces their ability to escape predators. The group

did not immediately return a message seeking comment. In

2007, a federal judge in Idaho overruled the agency’s denial

of protection after a 2005 petition and ordered the new
review. Rabbit advocates argued that the species was losing

population and its sagebrush habitat because of agricultural

development, livestock grazing, urban and rural development, energy development, invasive plant

species, and fires. The rabbits also faced threats from predators and disease, the petition said.

But the agency concluded there is no sign the rabbits are significantly impacted by sagebrush loss or

modification, predators, disease or other threats. The rabbits are typically found in areas of tall, dense

sagebrush where soils are sufficiently deep and loose to allow them to dig their own burrows.

Source: Associated Press, Nicholas K. Geranios, 29 Sept 2010

‘Lost’ Amphibian Species Rediscovered - A team of scientists have discovered three species of

amphibian previously thought to be extinct. Their finds include a cave-dwelling salamander last seen

in 1941 - the same year that it was discovered - and two species of frog that dwell in West Africa. In

total, the scientists hope to rediscover roughly 100 species of amphibian. Conservation International,

in conjunction with the lUCN Amphibian Specialist Group, has organized a string of international

expeditions to search for “lost” amphibian species that are highly threatned by habitat loss, climate

change and disease. More than one third of amphibian species are under threat of extinction.

One of the creatures discovered by the team is the Cave Splayfoot Salamander (Chiropterotriton

mosaueri). After abseiling into a humid cave fringed with pine and oak forest in Mexico, the team

found the salamander clinging to a crevice. It was last seen 70 years ago. On a separate expedition

Pygmy rabbit
(Photo: USBLM)
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to the Ivory Coast, scientists spotted a Red-limbed Mount Nimba Reed Frog (Hyperolius nimbae)

in a swamp near the Liberian border. The frog, which was last seen in 1967, is in urgent need of

protection as the forests ofMount Nimba are threatened by deforestation, according to Conservation

International. In the flooded forests that sit on the banks of the Congo river, the team also discovered

an Omaniundu Reed Frog {H. sankuruensis). Speckled with bright green spots, the frog was last seen

in 1979. Because it only emits short, infrequent calls late at night, it is extremely hard to find.

“Indeed, because so many species of amphibian are tiny and live under rocks in streams or in

other hard to find places, it is very impressive that these expeditions have found just three species

previously thought to be extinct,” says David Sewell, who studies amphibian conservation at the

School ofAnthropology and Conservation at the University of Kent. But despite the finds of species

thought to be extinct, there’s no reason to rejoice yet, says Sewell. “Finding three species is brilliant,

but what about the remaining 97 species that the expeditions set out to find? While we live in hope

that these species will be rediscovered, most of them are probably extinct.”

Among the 97 species that have not been spotted by the team are the Sharp-snouted Day Frog

{Taudactylus acutirostris), Schneider’s Banana Frog {Afrixalus schneideri) and the Gastric Brooding

Frog {Rheobatrachus vitellinus), which lives underneath rocks in streams in Australia. Females

swallow their eggs and raise tadpoles in their stomach. During that time, their stomachs stop producing

hydrochloric acid. Rediscovery of this frog would have interesting implications for medicine, says

Sewell. For example, understanding how the frog downregulates production of hydrochloric acid

could lead to novel ways to treat stomach ulcers. But rediscovery is unlikely, given that the frog was
last seen in 1985 and is listed as extinct on the lUCN Red List, he says.

Trevor Beebee, a conservation geneticist based at the University of Sussex, is more optimistic.

“Proving extinction is a notoriously difficult thing to do, especially in remote and complex habitats

such as rainforests. Another hard look at amphibian extinctions might therefore generate at least a

little much-needed optimism.” Source: The Guardian, Shanta Barley, 22 September 2010

Phoenix Zoo Team Travels to Jordan to Assess Health of Endangered Arabian Oryx - At

the request ofthe US Forest Service International Programs office, a delegation from the Phoenix Zoo
has been invited to the Shaumari Nature Reserve in Jordan’s Eastern Desert to conduct health exams
on the Arabian oryx herd (approximately 30-40 antelope). The team is currently in Jordan working

with the Arabian oryx herd, and Zoo staff will also

examine many of the other large mammals managed by

the reserve, including gazelles, ostrich, hyenas, roe deer

and onagers (wild donkeys).

Arabian oryx {Oryx leucoryx) were proclaimed extinct

in the wild in 1972. Ten years prior to this, three of

the last remaining oryx were removed from their native

range in an effort known as “Operation Oryx.” These

animals were brought to the Phoenix Zoo in 1962

where they were joined with six others acquired from

private owners. These nine oryx formed what was
called the “world’s herd.” In 1978, the Phoenix Zoo
donated four oryx from their collection to the Shaumari

Reserve in Jordan to begin their breeding program.

In 1982 the world’s herd had grown large enough to

reintroduce some of the oryx back into their home range so they could once again exist in the wild.

The Zoo is proud of its role in this effort and considers the 7100 alive in the world today (6000 in

managed populations, 1100 in the wild) to be our greatest contribution to global wildlife
conservation to date.

“This is a tremendous honor for the staff of the Phoenix Zoo,” says Bert Castro, President and CEO
of the Phoenix Zoo. “Our team will be working with actual descendants of the ‘world’s herd’ that

were brought to the Zoo back in 1 962 and are now thriving in other parts of the world. Being called

upon by USFS and Jordan’s Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature (RSCN) speaks volumes

Arabian Oryx dame and calf
(Photo: Courtesy of Phoenix Zoo)
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to our successful management of the flagship species here in Arizona and our long-time commitment
to international conservation efforts.”

In the 1970s, the late King Hussein of Jordan established the Shaumari Reserve as the first protected

area in Jordan with Arabian oryx sent from the Phoenix Zoo. Oryx had been extinct in Jordan since

the 1920s. Shaumari is managed by the Royal Society for the Conservation of Nature (RSCN) with

ongoing technical assistance from the US Forest Service (USFS) International Programs office.

The Government of Jordan and RSCN made Shaumari’s renovation a priority area for 2010 and

created a new development plan in conjunction with a USFS team last fall. Improved animal care

and management are top priority for Reserve managers, yet they lack basic veterinary services in

Jordan. The Phoenix Zoo team will help fill this void as they conduct basic veterinary exams on all of

the large mammals while training Reserve animal care managers. The team will also collect samples

for genetic evaluation of the oryx herd and will perform hoof trims and other necessary preventative

medicine procedures necessary to help improve overall health for the oryx and others. Lastly, the

team will also advise RSCN on establishing an animal care unit at Shaumari, the first of its kind in

Jordan.

“The US Forest Service and RSCN greatly appreciate the Phoenix Zoo’s contribution to enhancing

animal care at the Shaumari Reserve,” says Natasha Marwah, Middle East Program Specialist, and

the Royal Society for the Conservation ofNature (RSCN) in Jordan. “The cooperation is particularly

poignant because of the Zoo’s early involvement in helping the Kingdom of Jordan to play a leading

role in oryx conservation in the Arabian Peninsula.”

The team will spend approximately two weeks at the Shaumari Nature Reserve in Jordan and have

the opportunity to present their findings and recommendations to senior RSCN staffbefore departing.

Source: Phoenix Zoo, 27 September 2010

Elderly Malaysian Rhino Enlisted in

Breeding Attempt - Malaysian wildlife

officials on Borneo island said they will try

to artificially inseminate an elderly female

rhinoceros in a bid to revive one of the

world’s most endangered species. Gelegub,

a Sumatran rhino {Dicerorhinus sumatrensis)

who at 28-years-old is equivalent to a

70-something grandmother in human terms,

will be impregnated with sperm from a virile

young male rhino.

“Gelegub is too old to mate normally and the

mating ritual of rhinos is quite violent so this

would be one of the best ways to try and get

her pregnant and give birth to a rhino in captivity,” said Sen Nathan, coordinator of the Borneo Rhino

Sanctuary where the procedure will be carried out. Nathan said the only breeding facility in the world

that has had any success in producing Sumatran rhino calves in captivity is the Cincinnati Zoo in the

United States, which has produced three calves over the last decade.

“Our priority of course is to have natural mating in the first place but at the moment we only have one

male rhino in captivity and Gelegub is the only other viable female that we have,” he told AFP. “It is

critical that we try and get the rhinos to reproduce as there are only 50 such rhinos in the region and

without reproduction, they face imminent extinction.”

Nathan said Gelegub will be injected with hormones in November to stimulate the production of

eggs, which will be removed and fertilized, hopefiilly producing viable embryos for implantation.

Spare embryos will be frozen for implantation in surrogates at a later date.

Between 30 to 50 of the Borneo sub-species of the Sumatran rhinos {D. s. harrissoni) are known

to remain in the wild in Borneo — a vast island shared by Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei. It is

distinguished from other Sumatran rhinos by its relatively small size, small teeth and distinctively
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shaped head. Only 150 to 300 Sumatran rhino are known
to exist in the wild, making it one of the world’s most

endangered species, with only small groups left on

Indonesia’s Sumatra island, the north of Borneo and

peninsular Malaysia. Source: AFP, 22 September 2010

African Penguin Receives Endangered Species Act
Protection - A species of penguin from Africa is now
protected by the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as

amended (Act), following the publication of a U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service (Service) final listing determination

in the Federal Register. The African penguin {Spheniscus

demersus), a species native to Namibia and South Africa,

has been listed as endangered. The determination comes

after a thorough review of best available scientific

information, comments from the general public and peer

reviewers, and any new information received during

the public comment period following publication of the

proposed rule to list this species. This rule implements the

Federal protections provided by the Act for this species.

The African penguin population has declined 60.5% in the past 28 years due to food base declines

and competition for food with the fishing industry and Cape fur seals (Arctocephalus pusillus).

The population decline has been severely exacerbated by rapid ecosystem changes at the northern

end of the penguin’s distribution and by major shifts of prey resources to outside of the accessible

foraging range of breeding penguins at the southern end of its distribution; habitat modification and

destruction; predation; and oil spills. Climate change contributes to these threats through rising sea

levels, increasing sea surface temperatures, declines in upwelling intensities, predicted increases in

frequency and intensity of El Nino events in the Benguela marine ecosystem, and predicted increases

in sulphide eruptions.

Granting foreign species protection under the Endangered Species Act means that the import or export

of any ofthe species, or their parts or products, as well as their sale in interstate or foreign commerce,

is prohibited. Take of listed species, which includes harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill,

trap, capture, collect, or to attempt any of these, within the U.S. is also prohibited. Permits for these

prohibited actions may be issued for specific purposes consistent with the Endangered Species Act.

The final rule appeared in the September 28, 2010 Federal Register and will become effective on

October 28, 2010. For more information visit the Service’s website at www.fws.gov/endangered.

Source: USFWS, 28 September 2010

Two More Federal Courts Shoot Down Harmful Bush-era Policy - During the last week of

September, 2010, two courts shot down a 2007 policy issued by the Bush administration that argued

that protections for species under the Endangered Species Act could be limited to portions of their

range, and that in deciding whether species are endangered, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service could

ignore loss of historic range. The decisions apply to the Gunnison’s and Utah prairie dogs {Cynomys

gunnisoni and C. parvidens) and follow another recent decision invalidating removal of protection

for northern Rocky Mountains gray wolves (Canis lupus) based on similar reasoning.

“With these decisions, the Bush-era policy is a dead letter and ought to be immediately rescinded

by the Obama administration,” said Noah Greenwald, endangered species director with the Center

for Biological Diversity. “By severely undermining protections for endangered species like the gray

wolf, Gunnison’s prairie dog and others, this policy is clearly contrary to the letter and spirit of the

Endangered Species Act
”

Under the Endangered Species Act, an endangered species is defined as any species “in danger

of extinction in all or a significant portion of its range.” The phrase “significant portion of range”

is important, because it means that species need not be at risk of extinction globally to receive

African Penguin
(Photo: Jim Bowen/Wikipedia)
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protection, but rather can receive protection if they are at risk in

significant portions of their range. The Bush-era policy, which

was issued by the solicitor of the Department of the Interior,

specified that when determining whether a species is endangered

in a significant portion of its range, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service should only consider current and not historic range. It

also asserted that when a species is found to be endangered in

a portion of its range, protection should only be applied in that

particular area.

In addition to using the policy to limit protections to the wolf

and prairie dogs, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has used it

in the same way for several other species, including the Preble’s

meadow jumping mouse {Zapus hudsonius preblei), Colorado

River cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki pleuriticus) and

southern rockhopper penguin (Eudyptes chrysocome). The
resulting wrongful decisions on these species are all being

legally challenged and will need to be reconsidered. The
Center had also criticized the policy for wrongfully limiting

protection for species in a study published in the international

journal Conservation Biology. Source: Centerfor Biological Diversity,

1 October 2010

Where Have All the Turtles Gone? - Sea turtles, some of the most majestic, gentle creatures in

the oceans, are having a rough time of it. Though not typically targeted by fishermen, the animals

often become entangled in nets or hooked on longlines, and end up as by-catch that is either eaten or

tossed like trash back into the sea. Measuring how many turtles die this way every year is a crucial

task; in some places turtle populations are being devastated by the effects of by-catch. It isn’t easy

- fishing practices around the world are chronically under-reported. But in an attempt to shine light

on the situation, researchers, led by Bryan Wallace of Conservation International, have compiled the

first global map of sea turtle by-catch.

In all, the records indicate about 85,000 turtles

per year were accidentally caught worldwide

between 1990 and 2008. That may not sound

like much, but the team estimates that only

about 1% of all fishing activity is reported,

meaning a more likely estimate for the number

of turtles that die annually is at least 1 00 times

that figure, or around 8.5 million turtles.

“By-catch is the most serious and acute threat

to sea turtles globally,” Wallace told Discovery

News. “It’s an extremely pervasive pressure

on sea turtle populations. In some cases it is a

main driver for significant population declines

and even collapses.”

As prolific grazers, turtles are incredibly important species for marine ecosystems. “Green turtles

(Chelonia mydas) in the Caribbean, West Indian Ocean, Southwest Pacific, etc. are like the bison of

sea grass,” Wallace said. Hawksbill turtles munch sponges and help keep coral reefs healthy, and

many other species eat jellyfish. Their egg-laying habits infuse beaches with nutrients, and their

trans-ocean migratory patterns tote small critters to far-flung habitats.

It’s hard to overestimate how important sea turtles are to a healthy marine ecosystem. It is hoped that

with this new map as a tool, we may finally be able to gauge the huge impact we are having on their

populations, and take steps to reverse it. Source: www.DiscoveryNews.eom by Michael Reilly on 9/27/10

Green Sea Turtle
(Photo: naturescrusaders. wordpress. com)
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